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Frans de Waal’s latest book, Mama’s Last Hug, derives its name from a singular 
event. In 2016, an elderly professor named Jan van Hoof visited a dying female 
chimpanzee named Mama at the Burgers’ Zoo in the Netherlands. Van Hoof had 
known Mama for over forty years, having spent many of them studying her 
behavior and the behavior of her fellow chimpanzees in the zoo’s colony.  
 
Van Hoof entered her evening enclosure, known as a night cage, and as soon  
as Mama recognized him her face burst into a wide grin and she started to make 

vocalizations indicating she was happy to see him. When van Hoof got close enough, she 
wrapped her arms around him in a warm embrace.  
 
Even though van Hoof had known Mama for over four decades, he had never interacted with her 
without being safely behind bars. Any grooming sessions or conversations had taken place with  
a physical barrier between them. Despite any cute or cuddly appearances, an adult chimpanzee 
can and will kill a human without hesitation. However, Mama’s deteriorating condition facilitated 
extenuating circumstances, and van Hoof was able to enter her enclosure—still only with her 
permission. The event was unprecedented—and the video footage went viral.  
 
Despite choosing Mama’s Last Hug as the title of his book, de Waal only covers the titular event 
in-depth in the first chapter. The aging Mama’s final hug serves as an entry point and, later, a 
touchstone for a larger narrative regarding expressions of animal emotions, not only of primates 
but other mammals as well—including humans. The following six chapters cover a broad variety  
of topics, from anthropomorphism to bartering to alpha male bullying. De Waal occasionally relates 
the current topic of discussion back to Mama and her role in the Burgers’ Zoo chimpanzee colony. 
 
One interesting social behavior de Waal covers—which directly pertains to the title of the book—is 
the alpha female. Mama was a matriarchal figure in her colony. If Mama liked you, you were going 
to be just fine, and if Mama did not like you, you were not. Even in patriarchal societies, alpha 
females can and do wield a tremendous amount of social-emotional power.  
 
De Waal illustrates the concept of the alpha female by directly referencing a passage from  
Bruce Springsteen’s 2016 autobiography Born to Run. When Springsteen was an up-and-coming 
musician, he used to play at a club in New Jersey. The success of the band’s performance was 
determined by one young woman in the audience—Kathy. If Kathy liked the music, she would get 
up to dance and everyone else would follow suit. If Kathy didn’t like the music, the night was a 
bust. But even so, they didn’t want Kathy to like them too much—that would cause tension and 
foster a detrimental rivalry with the alpha males who hung around the club vying for Kathy’s 
attention. 
 
After describing Springsteen’s youthful experience with alpha female control, de Waal brings the 
narrative back to Mama and the Burgers’ Zoo chimpanzee colony, likening Mama’s control over 
the colony’s social hierarchy to Kathy’s control over the success of a band’s evening performance 
at a hole-in-the-wall club.  
 
Passages like this one in Mama’s Last Hug serve to provide helpful context for the reader 
regarding the social and behavioral phenomena de Waal describes. They also underscore several 
of de Waal’s key points about animal emotions, human emotions, and humans as social animals  
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with emotions. De Waal has a unique gift for condensing decades of his own scientific research 
into a concise, digestible format that flows naturally and is easy to read with little to no background 
in behavioral studies.  
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